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Introduction. By the Weierstrass transform we mean the following special

case of the convolution transform

/CO

e-^-v)2i^(y)dy, c = (4t)-1'2,
-00

or more generally

/DO

e-<x-y>2l*da(y).

-00

Here, and throughout this paper, the Cauchy values of improper integrals

are understood:

/>/:

where R and 5 tend to + °° independently. In (1), the function </>(y) is ab-

solutely integrable, and in (2), a(y) is of bounded variation, both in every

finite interval. We abbreviate (1) and (2) by f(x) = W[<p(x) ] and f(x)

= W\[a(x)], respectively. Our aim is to characterize the class of functions

f(x) which have the representation (2) with increasing a(y).

It is well known that Weierstrass used an integral of type (1) to give the

first proof that a continuous function can be uniformly approximated by a

polynomial. Hence the terminology. This name for the transform was used

by Pollard [1946; 317](1). Other names used in the literature are Gauss

transform [Pollard 1943; 59], G aus s-Weierstrass transform [Hille 1948; 371 ]

and Hille transform [Gonzalez Domínguez 1941; 34]. Hille [1926] made an

extensive study of the functions/(x) and <p(x) of (1), referring to them as a

"class of reciprocal functions."

A symbolic inversion of the transform (1) was first given by Eddington

[1914] as follows:

Presented to the Society, April 28, 1951, under the title The Weierstrass transform of posi-

tive functions; received by the editors March 29, 1951.

(') The dates in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper. A number

following the date indicates the page of the article to which reference is made.
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(3) +(*) = e-^f(x) = E t-^-ß2k\x).

Eddington was not concerned with questions of convergence, though he did

observe that his attention had been called to the fact that the series (3)

may well diverge for simple functions f(x). It does so, in fact, for a large

class of functions having the representation (1). Pollard [1946; 318] has

shown that formula (3) may be given a meaning for all functions f(x)

= W[<p(x)], where <p(x)EL2 (— °°, oo). This still excludes a large class of

transforms (1). For example, W[ex l6]=5ll2ex . From our present point of

view, this function must be included in the class considered. For, since ex /5

>0, ex has the form (2) with increasing a(y).

To see how the inversion (3) arises in a natural way, recall the Laplace

transform

: I     e~x"e
J — oo

-xye-y l^dy, —  oo   < x <  co.

If we replace x by the symbol D (for differentiation) and interpret elD<p(x)

in the usual way as <p(x-\-t), we obtain

/to
e-y2iie-"D4>(x)dy

-00

(4)

■/:
„-IT/4, <p(x — y)dy

= W[fa[x)] =/(*).

Thus we obtain (3) formally by performing the operation e~D upon both

sides of (4). Our own interpretation of e~D may be deduced in a similar way

from the known equation

f% 00

e~x' = c I     e-"2'4 cos xydy, — oo < x < <».

J -oo

We are thus led to the definition

e-»2'4{cosy7>}/(x)¿y,
-00

(6) {cos yD}f(x) = Z(-l)k -~rrfim(x).
k=o (2k)\

It can be shown that this operator, suitably interpreted, inverts the integral

(1) whenever it converges for — oo <x < ». However, it is not the purpose of

the present paper to prove this. We wish rather to use the operator (5) to
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guide us toward the characterization discussed above. Our result will be

analogous to one of S. Bernstein [1928] giving necessary and sufficient condi-

tions for the representation of f(x) as a Laplace integral,

e-xyda(y),

o

with increasing a(y). These conditions may be predicted from the familiar

inversion operator [Widder 1934] of (7):

(-1)* I
(8) lim--—f^(x)xk+1\ = a'(t).

Bernstein's characterization of the class of functions (7) is that they are all

completely monotonie in a neighborhood of + °° :

(-i)*/<*>r» ^o, «9 < * < «, k = o, l, 2, • • • .

That is, the inversion operator (8) (with limit sign omitted) is positive for all

values of the parameter k. In a similar way we shall introduce a continuous

parameter t into our inversion operator and show that the desired class of

functions f(x) is essentially characterized by the condition

e-'D*f(x) ^ 0, -«<»<«,0<<<1.

We need to impose an additional condition here, but it is one that is satis-

fied by all functions (2), so that the conditions remain necessary and sufficient.

We call attention to the papers of Pollard [1943; 59] and Gonzalez Domínguez

[1941; 46] mentioned above, which give necessary and sufficient conditions

of a different nature.

In the last section of the present paper it is shown how the flow of heat in

a rod may be used as a guide to the results. Thus in (1) the function/(x) is

interpreted as the temperature of the rod one second after it was <f>(x). Hence

the inversion operator (5) must be a means of obtaining from the tempera-

ture f(x) of the rod its temperature one second earlier. The chief tool in the

proof of the sufficiency of the conditions (Theorem 3) is a theorem of the

author [1944] concerning positive temperatures on an infinite rod. The main

result of the present paper was announced earlier by the author [1951 ].

1. The operator e~D. Eddington's definition of the operator e~D, where

the symbol D indicates differentiation with respect to x, was

oo fW>(x)

(1.1) e-°2f(x) = Z(-i)>i—±±.
ft-0 k\

However, this series may fail to converge for certain functions f(x) in the

class which we wish to consider. For example, \i f(x)=ex , series (1.1) be-

comes at x = 0
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A (2*)!

to k\k\

This series obviously diverges, is not even summable by Abel's method.

The definition of the operator given in equation (5) needs amplification.

If taken to be applicable only when the series and integral both converge, its

range is still too restricted. For example, one of the functions (2), the trans-

form of a step-function with a single unit jump at the origin, is e-*2'4. For

this function

-v., ,    /(*+ iy) +f(x - iy)
{cos yD\f(x) =-■

= e-(x2-i,2)/4C0S^,

2

and the integral (5) becomes

cos (xy/2)dy.
-oo

-z'H

This integral diverges for all x. When the integral (5) diverges we apply Abel

summability. In this way we are led to the following formal definitions.

Definition 1. When 0<¿<1,

(1.2) e-iD%f(x) = — f   g""2'<4i>{cos yD)f(x)dy,
¿1/2    >/-00

where {cos y7>}/(x) is defined by (5).
Definition 2.

(1.3) e~Dlf(x) =   lim e-'Dlf(x).
/->i-

It is clear that e~D can be applied, in accordance with these definitions,

only to functions of class C°°. As a simple example take/(x)=x2. Then

{cos yD}x2 = x2 — y2,

/CO

e-"*'4(x2 - y2)dy = x2 - 2.

It will be convenient to have a relationship between the validity of the

operations (1.1) and (1.3). Consequently, we prove:

Theorem 1. If the series (1.1) is summable, Abel, to the value g(x), then

e~D f(x) as defined in Definition 2 has the value g(x).

For, let
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(1.4) g(x, t) = £ akt\        ak = ^^ß2k\x),
k=o k\

the series converging for 0<i<l. Then by hypothesis g(x) =g(x, 1—). We

need show only that

c    C °°
¿(s, <) «- I     e-»2/<4,>{cos yD}/(x)dy

for 0<i<l. This follows formally by an interchange of integral and sum-

mation signs

c    C*     2    -A   k\aky2k -
(1.5) —        e-2'-Z—7777" dy=Z^*.

i1'2 J_M *_,     (2Ä)! *=o

since

-f (2*)!/*
e-y'Hty2h¿y _, 1—;-

kl

To justify the interchange for a fixed t, 0 </ < 1, observe that by the assumed

convergence of (1.4), ak = 0(r~k), k—>&>, for some value of r, t<r<l. If the

integral (1.5) has a meaning when ak is replaced by its absolute value, or by

r~k, the validity of the interchange will be established. But the integral (1.5)

is then seen to have the value

oo       fk v

£- = —— •
k=o rk       r — t

The theorem is proved, so that we may use equation (1.1) or (1.3) inter-

changeably if only we check the meaningfulness of the right-hand sides.

When the function/(x) is entire another form of the operator e~D f(x) is

usually more convenient to use. We prove:

Theorem 2. If f(x) is entire (real for real x), and if

(1.6) lim ~ f   e-yï^j(x + iy)dy = g(x),

then

e-°2f(x) = g(x).

By Taylor's theorem

00 (iy)k

f(x + iy) = £/W(x) ^-^— = eiyDf(x)
k=0 k\

= {cos y7>}/(x) + ¿{sin yD\f(x).
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Our hypothesis contains implicitly the fact that the integral (1.6), and hence

its real part and its imaginary part, converges for 0 <¿ < 1. Since the imaginary

part of f(x-\-iy) is an odd function of y, the integral (1.6) clearly reduces to

the integral (1.2), and our theorem is proved.

2. The representation theorem. The main result of the paper is contained

in the following theorem.

Theorem 3. For a function f(x) to be represented in the form

/CO

e~^^>Ha(u), c = (47t)-1'2,
-OO

where the integral converges for all x and a(u) is nondecreasing, it is necessary

and sufficient that

1. f(x) should be entire;

2. f(x+iy) =0(e!/2/4), y—>+ oo, uniformly in  —R^x^R for every R>0;

3. e-'D2f(x)^0,0<t<l, -oo<x<oo.

As examples of functions satisfying these conditions we mention the fol-

lowing: x2 + 2, ex, ex , e~x /4. The functions a(u) corresponding to the first

three have the derivatives u2, eu~1, 5~1/2eu2/6, respectively. These derivatives

are non-negative, as predicted by the theorem. The function a(u) correspond-

ing to e~x /4 is clearly a step-function with a single jump of cr1 at the origin.

3. The necessity of the conditions. Let'us assume that/(x) has the repre-

sentation (2.1). Then

f\   CO

f(x) = ce"7?14 I     exul2e"u2lida(u),

J _oo

so that/(x) is the product of an entire function by a bilateral Laplace trans-

form which is convergent for all x. Thus f(x) is entire. Moreover,

/OC -0«

,i«/2í-«'4, da(u).

Hence condition 2 of the theorem is satisfied.

Finally, to prove condition 3, substitute the integral (2.1) in the integral

(1.6),

- I     e-»tludy I     e-ix+i«-u)2i4da(u),
t    '        •/—oo «/-00

and interchange the two integrations to obtain formally

y>2 /•   00 /»CO

(3.1) -• I    e-(x-u^i4da(u)  I    e-¿»(^-«)/2e-»2(i-')/4,¿y.
t    '        J -oo •'  -OO
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Since the bilateral Laplace transform of ce~l lip is pl/2epx  for every positive

constant p, this reduces to

- f   e-t^'i'U-Vdai«)-
(1-0

This is seen to be non-negative, as desired. To justify the change in the

order of integration we must replace the integrands in the iterated integral

(3.1) by their absolute values and see if the resulting integral is convergent.

Since da(u) >, 0, this amounts only to omission of the first factor in the inside

integral. The resulting integral still converges and is easily evaluated to give

for the iterated integral the value

(i-ty " —a

e-(*-»ri*da(u).

Since this integral converges for all x by hypothesis, the interchange was

justified, and the necessity of the conditions is established.

4. The sufficiency of the conditions. By conditions 1 and 2, which we

are now assuming as hypotheses, the integral

c

t1

C- f   e-Sii'Kx + iy)dy

converges for all x and for 0 <t < 1.'As was shown in the proof of Theorem 2,

this integral is equal to e~tD f(x) and is consequently greater than or equal to

0 by condition 3.

Now form the function

(4.1) v(x, I) = e~<-1-»Dy(x)=- f   e-flw-Vfix + iy)dy.
(1   —  /) J -a,

It is well defined and greater than or equal to 0 for — oo<x<cc,0</<1.

By a change of variable, let us obtain an alternative expression for the

integral (4.1). Let a be an arbitrary constant. Since the function

e(*-a)2/4(l-0/(2)

is an entire function of z = x-\-iy, by Cauchy's theorem the integrals of this

function along the two vertical lines x = a and x = 0 will be zero provided that

lim     |    e(.*+iv-°)*iw-nf(x + iy)dx = 0.

But this is true by virtue of condition 2. Hence

/OO ^»00

e-y2i*(i-t)f(a + iy)dy =   |     e<">-tt'>ii*<1-t'>f(iy)dy.
-00 J —00
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Since a was arbitrary we have for all x

v(x, t) = -C— i   e(i^^'4^^f(iy)dy.

It is now easy to show that v(x, t) is a solution of the heat equation

d2v      dv
(4.2) -= — » — *»<*<oot0<f<l.

dx2      dt

Formally,

dv               c          ("°            , (x — iy)
-  =   -    I 6(*-iî/)2/4(l-f)    J_11

dx    (i - ty,2J-„ 2(i - t)

d'2v               C          ("°        . (x - iy)

f(iy)dy,
dx       (1 - t)1!2J-x 2(1 - t)

d2v c r°° , (x — iy)2
(4.3) -   =    - e(x-i»)2/4Cl-<)     A_-{L-f(iy)dy

dx2     (1 -¿)1'2J_„ 4(1 - ty-

C C " 1
_|-I     e(*-<»),/i(i-o -f(iy)dy,

(i-tyi2J-x 2(1 -¿)    /; "

dv c rx ,
— =-— |     e'-1-^ l4il-t)f(iy)dy
dt       2(1 -/)»/«J_ ^v ,y  ^

c f"° (x — iv)2

(l-tyi2J-„ 4(1 -¿)2      ,y ^

(4.4)

A comparison of these derivatives shows that equation (4.2) is satisfied.

To justify the formal work it will be sufficient to show that the four integrals

(4.3), (4.4) are uniformly convergent in the intervals —P.^x^T?, 5^¿^1 — 5,

where T? and ô are arbitrary positive constants (T?> 1, 5< 1/2). By hypothesis

2 there is a positive constant M such that each of the integrals in question

is dominated, in the above intervals, by

Mee"*'4*C0«-/4Ô     /» oo

__ i e-!/2/4(l-0)e//4(jR2      _|_      yl)dym

Since this integral converges and is independent of x and I, the desired uni-

form convergence is established. This proof also makes it evident that

v(x, t)EC2 for — oo <x< oo , 0 <¿< 1, so that v(x, t) is a member of the class T7

defined in [1944; 87]. Hence by Theorem 6 of that article, there exists a

nondecreasing function a(u) such that

(4.5) v(x, t) = — f   e-(*-«>,¿*'¿a(«),

the integral converging for0<¿<l, — ce <x< oo.

By the definition of v(x, t) as the integral (4.1) we have
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v(x, I) = c f   e-yl'4f(x + iy(\ - ty'2)dy.
J — 00

Since this integral is dominated in the intervals —R^x^R, Si=/<1 by the

convergent integral

/OO -00

we may apply Lebesgue's limit theorem to show that

(4.6) lim v(x, t) = f(x), — oo < % < œ.
í-,1-

We show next that the integral (4.5) converges when t = i. This follows

from a familiar Tauberian-type argument. For every x, t, R (0<¿<1, i?>0)

we have

¿1/2 /. oo n x+H

-v(x,t) = e-<-x-u)2iuda(u) ^   I        e-<*-">2/4í¿a(«)

C J _M J x-Ii

/R

e-"2/4da(u + x).
-R

Now let /—»1 in this relation and use (4.6) to obtain

-u2l4da(u + x) ^ /(x).I
Since a(w) is nondecreasing, this shows that (4.5) converges at t—X.

Finally, by an Abelian argument, the limit of the integral (4.5) as ¿—>1 — is

its value at t= 1. To avoid repetition of this familiar argument, we may write

the integral (4.5) as the sum of two others, corresponding to the intervals

(-co, 0) and (0, co), and make the change of variable u — x—v112, thus re-

ducing each to a unilateral Laplace transform for which the appropriate

Abelian theorem may be quoted [Widder 1946; 56].

If then we allow / to approach 1 in (4.5), we obtain

f(x) = cj     i -(x-u)'li da(u), — oo  < x < co,

the desired result.

5. Physical interpretation. By a physical interpretation of the integrals

entering into the above analysis we may see why the operator e_z)2 should

serve to invert the Weierstrass transform. It is well known that the integral

c    Ç*
-(x-u)'lit 4>(u)du
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represents the temperature of an infinite rod at a point x of the rod t seconds

after it was fax). Hence the function/(x) = IF[<£(x)] gives the temperature

of the rod one second after it was fax). The function

v(x, t) = r-«-»ßi/(*)

was also seen to satisfy the heat equation and to approach f(x) as ¿—>1 —.

Consequently it represents the temperature of the rod (1 —/) seconds before

it was/(x). It is thus clear physically why the operation

lim v(x, t) =   lim  e~tD f(x) = e~n2J(x)

should give the temperature, </>(x), of the bar one second before it was f(x)

and should thus invert the Weierstrass transform.
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